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For a while, the two people named by the emperor Shitian did not dare to hesitate, and flew directly 

from the palace of emperor yuan. 

 

Jiutouxie Zun is a strange man with nine heads. Every face of his is different, but his eyes are full of 

respect at the moment. 

 

"I know it!" 

 

Nine head evil Zun said respectfully to the emperor Shitian. The next moment his figure flashed and 

disappeared. 

 

Huamieyouzun, however, is a burly man who is carved like a mountain stone. At the moment, his eyes 

are staring like copper bells, and the sound of the jar is followed by the instructions of the emperor 

Shitian, and disappears after the jiutouxie Zun. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, in the upper world, xuanjiyue is sitting in a magnificent palace, her face is chilly, and 

her eyes suddenly bloom with endless killing intention. 

 

At the bottom of Xuanji moon, there are two figures standing. One is a woman who is covered in the 

seven colors of clouds and fog, but she can't see her appearance clearly, but her spirit is floating and she 

is extremely out of the world. 

 

The other is a handsome young Taoist who looks seventeen or eighteen years old. 

 

Both the woman and the Taoist priest bowed their heads respectfully and waited for xuanjiyue's orders. 



 

At the moment, looking at the two, Xuanji month coldly began to shout. 

 

"Linglong Xuannu, Taoist Qingfeng, you two will bring back Qi Yunshu and the heart of Shengyuan. If he 

dares to resist, he will be executed on the spot." 

 

"Although his status is noble, he is against the will of the emperor and can never survive!" 

 

"Yes 

 

Hearing this, the woman and the Taoist did not hesitate at all. They immediately agreed to come down, 

and then tore up the space and left directly. 

 

In the mysterious space, the problem of the heart of the holy source has been solved, and ye Chen is no 

longer entangled, and he directly puts it back. 

 

Later, ye Chen had a lot of interest in the mysterious space, especially this space seems to contain a big 

secret, but also let him feel a magic wave of rules. 

 

Therefore, ye Chen looked at Qi Yunshu and asked, "elder Qi, I don't know where this is. It seems that 

there is a unique force of rules flowing between heaven and earth." 

 

The power of rules is the force of heaven and earth. Generally speaking, the force of heaven and earth 

will not change. All the rules of the outside world can be followed. However, the power of rules in this 

mysterious space is quite different from that of heaven and earth. 

 

It seems that the power of the rules here seems to be a variation of the rules of heaven and earth. 

Although they are essentially the same, they differ in performance, which makes Ye Chen very curious. 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, Qi Yunshu was indifferent with a smile, "this place is not what you should 

know at present. Knowing too much is not good for you." 

 



Since Qi Yunshu said so, ye Chen no longer asked, and nodded slowly. 

 

At this moment, Qi Yunshu's face suddenly changed. Then he gazed at Ye Chen and said, "someone is 

coming. I want to send you two away." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen's face suddenly stood in awe. At the moment, he also noticed that the mysterious 

space was shaking, and there was a vast breath coming. 

 

But outside this mysterious space, four figures stand on the sky and look down coldly. 

 

These four figures are the people sent by Emperor Shitian and xuanjiyue respectively, jiutouxie Zun, 

huamieyouzun, Linglong Xuannu and Qingfeng Taoist. 

 

The strength of these four people is extremely terrible. They all come from their bodies. Standing on the 

sky together, they can see that the sky is constantly collapsing, birth and death, and even the brightness 

of the sun and moon is dim. 

 

At the moment, the nine heads of jiutouxizun kept turning, but the 18 eyes were still locked under them. 

 

Although they can't see the figure of Qi Yunshu, they have successfully locked in the breath of Qi Yunshu 

according to the divine weapons given by Emperor Shitian and xuanjiyue. He is at the foot of the four. 

 

"Qi Yunshu, come out to me. If you don't, I will destroy the heaven and earth. Then you can still hide?" 

 

At the moment, nine head evil Zun coldly and angrily cried. 

 

The voice of jiutouxie Zun resounds through the mysterious space, and ye Chen can't help frowning. But 

listening to the power contained in the voice of the other side, you can know how powerful the other 

side is. 

 



Ye Chen could not help but look at Qi Yunshu and asked, "elder Qi, you send us away. I wonder if you 

can get rid of these people who come here. They are probably sent by Emperor Shitian and xuanjiyue. 

They are very powerful." 

 

On hearing this, Qi Yunshu shook his head indifferently: "don't worry, I'm enough to deal with it alone, 

but you two should leave quickly. If these guys go crazy and destroy this space, it will damage the event. 

I can't let it go." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen took a deep look at Qi Yunshu. Although the other side said it easily, ye Chen knew 

that if he wanted to deal with several people outside, Qi Yunshu would have to pay a great price. 

 

But Qi Yunshu is worried about himself and Wei Ying, and this mysterious space, but can only meet, 

which makes Ye Chen feel deeply. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen also thought of his Pisces jade pendant, which represents the Yin and Yang 

Temple. 

 

"Master Qi, I don't know where the other people in the yin-yang temple are. If you are defeated, you 

can ask them to help." 

 

Ye Chen can't help but say that Qi Yunshu is definitely not the only one in the yin-yang temple. This is 

arranged by the Lord of reincarnation in his last life. I'm afraid it is a powerful force in this world. If Qi 

Yunshu can get the help of yin and Yang Temple, there will be no accident.At the same time, ye Chen 

also wants to know who other people in the yin-yang temple are, and he wants to know what the 

reincarnation master of the past life wants to do. 

 

But at the moment, when Qi Yunshu heard Ye Chen's words, he shook his head. 

 

"The world is always changing." 

 

After leaving a poem, Qi Yunshu no longer hesitates. With a direct wave of his hand, ye Chen and ye 

Chen are sent away from this mysterious space. He also flashes his body shape and comes to the outside 

world. Jiutouxizun and others are in front of him. 

 



At this moment, Qi Yunshu sent Ye Chen and Wei Ying away, and they emerged directly from the 

mysterious space. 

 

Looking at Qi Yunshu, nine head evil Zun and others show a murderous smile. 

 

"Well, you dare to come out. Where did I think you were going to die?" 

 

At the moment, nine head evil Zun nine head dead staring at Qi cloud book, coldly said. 

 

"To die? oh Is it up to you? " 

 

Qi Yunshu smelled the speech, disdained, swept nine head evil Zun four people one eye, opened his 

mouth to say. 

 

Hearing this, nine head evil Zun's four people are all pale. Unexpectedly, Qi Yunshu, facing the four of 

them alone, dare to speak out wildly. He is looking for death! 

 

"Qi Yunshu, don't talk nonsense. Where is the heart of Shengyuan? Hand over the heart of Shengyuan 

and confess to the queen with us. Maybe we can leave you a whole body!" 

 

At the moment, Linglong Xuannu, shrouded in a mist, coldly drinks. She doesn't want to talk too much 

nonsense with Qi Yunshu. 

 

Hearing Linglong Xuannu's words, jiutou Xie Zun and huamieyou Zun are coldly looking at each other. 

 

Xuanjiyue wants the heart of Shengyuan, and the emperor Shitian also wants it. They belong to different 

camps, and there are contradictions between them. They are not prepared to let Linglong Xuannu take 

away the heart of Shengyuan. 

Chapter 3832 

 

 



 

In the same way, Qi Yun Shu has lost the face of emperor Shitian. They also want to bring Qi Yunshu to 

Emperor Shitian, and will not let Linglong Xuannu do what she wishes. 

 

But at the moment, jiutouxie Zun and his wife will not find out these things. After all, they should take Qi 

Yunshu down first and then consider other things. 

 

But at this time, Qi Yunshu looked at Linglong saint, but showed a smile. 

 

"Want the heart of the holy source? Let me plead guilty to the queen? I'm afraid the four of you are not 

enough! " 

 

Qi Yunshu didn't tell Linglong shengnv and others about Shengyuan's heart to Ye Chen. He deliberately 

made them misunderstand that Shengyuan's heart was still in his body. Only in this way could he help Ye 

Chen get rid of some troubles. 

 

Otherwise, if the emperor Shitian and xuanjiyue target Ye Chen, they may not be able to cope with it at 

present. 

 

At the moment, hearing the words of Qi Yunshu, jiutouxie Zun and others suddenly became furious, and 

one by one, the momentum broke out, and the boundless and magnificent aura swept across the sky. 

 

"Qi Yunshu, you are too arrogant. It seems that you can't see the coffin and cry!" 

 

At this moment, nine head evil Zun roars, nine heads at the same time turn the direction, look at the Qi 

cloud book. 

 

"Nine you extinguish the light of the world!" 

 

Jiutouxie Zun drank in his heart, and his nine heads and eighteen eyes lit up at the same time. 

 

"Hum!" 



 

At this moment, the sky and the earth burst through, countless empty spaces collapsed, and the light of 

the sun and the moon were dim, and the world fell into a darkness, as if dragged into the nine secluded. 

 

"Die for me!" 

 

The light in jiutouxie Zun's eyes shot out suddenly, turning into a forest God that destroyed the heaven 

and earth and all, and burst out towards Qi Yunshu. 

 

"Hum, you dare to teach me how to do it in front of me 

 

Seeing the situation, Qi Yunshu disdained cold hum and waved his hand abruptly. 

 

"Heaven and earth are imprisoned!" 

 

"Hum!" 

 

At this moment, Qi Yunshu's palm was filled with boundless spirit, and the rules of heaven and earth in 

the dark were mobilized. He obeyed the orders of Qi Yunshu and swept out in an instant, directly 

imprisoning the dense divine awn shot by the nine heads evil statue in the void. 

 

"Break it for me!" 

 

In Qi Yunshu's eyes, there was a flash of cold light, and the rules of heaven and earth suddenly 

condensed. At the next moment, the forest God awn was suddenly broken and directly eliminated. 

 

At this moment, the battle between Qi Yunshu and jiutouxie Zun has already begun. Their momentum 

has been released. The heaven and the earth are shaking, and all the heaven and earth will be 

overturned. 

 

In their whole body, as if there are a world in formation, around them, one after another inexplicable 

law in the flow. 



 

If you can understand the heaven and the earth, you can understand the heaven and the earth. 

 

In the realm of law, all laws and things are controlled by the powerful man of heaven and earth. 

 

And this dharma world is called "free in heaven, free in extraordinary, arbitrary! 

 

Once you have practiced in heaven, the strong in heaven and earth can be released when they fight. 

They will become a world to protect them. In this world, the strong one is the God worthy of the name. 

 

Because it is completely controlled by the strong in the heaven and earth, a single thought can turn 

everything upside down, make the dark ice hot, make the forest flame cold, make the earth lose the 

lunar calendar, and turn the earth into gold. 

 

The strong in heaven and earth is invincible. No one can shake it. No one can resist the great power and 

invincible rules of a world. 

 

However, although every person with a strong heaven and earth environment has thoroughly 

understood a kind of rules of heaven and earth, and can be trained to be self-contained, there are also 

different grades of being in heaven. 

 

The level of this rank depends on the heaven and earth, the rules of the Tao and the level of 

understanding. 

 

The more powerful and proficient the rules of heaven and earth that a man with a strong heaven and 

earth environment can understand, the stronger he will be in heaven, the higher his grade, and the 

stronger the rules he can control. 

 

There are strong and weak laws, and there is a rank of self in heaven. In the legend, the highest self in 

heaven can even produce all kinds of intelligent creatures and even breed martial arts. There is no 

difference between them and the real world! 

 



This kind of self-reliance is the most powerful and terrible existence. Once it is dragged into such self-

reliance, the strong man who controls the self-reliance is the God worthy of the name. If you say what 

you say, you can decide whether you live or not. 

 

The most powerful self-reliance, even can change a person's memory, let a person sink into it, 

completely fall into your own nature, become a plaything at your mercy! 

 

Although Wei Ying has broken through to heaven and earth, she has just made a breakthrough. She 

lacks the understanding of the road of heaven and earth. 

 

Relatively speaking, jiutouxizun and others have become their own self-reliance. At the moment, their 

fighting collision is using their own self-consciousness. Their whole body is shrouded in these small 

worlds. At the moment, the small world is also constantly colliding. 

 

Although the battles, magical skills, and even martial arts of the strong in heaven and earth are still very 

important, the collision between heaven and earth is even more terrible.In this case, the collision 

between the strong of heaven and earth is extremely anxious. 

 

However, the strength of the strong in the heaven and earth environment has its own strength, and 

there are also strengths and weaknesses in the level of self-reliance. When fighting, each other's self-

reliance will constantly collide. If someone's self-reliance is broken, the one with strong heaven and 

earth environment will be seriously injured in an instant, or even lose the combat effectiveness directly. 

 

At this moment, on the sky, Qi Yunshu and jiutouxie Zun are constantly colliding. 

 

They are in a world of illusory shadows. At the moment, in the shadow of the world, countless rules of 

the road flow, all the magic arts and power attacks are born and killed in their thoughts. 

 

This battle is so terrible that no one can shake it. 

 

Of course, ye Chen can't see all this. At the moment, he and Wei Ying are sent out of the mysterious 

space by Qi Yunshu, and have already appeared in a green forest with beautiful mountains and rivers. 

 



At the moment, ye Chen is standing in the shade of the tree, still thinking about the poem Qi Yunshu 

said when he was sent away. 

 

"The world is always changing." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed. Qi Yunshu would not say this sentence for no reason. This is obviously in 

response to his own question, representing the location of the Yin and Yang Temple. 

 

Just reading the meaning of Qi Yun's book, it seems that the day when the Yin and Yang temples meet 

seems uncertain, and who and where they are in the Yin and Yang temples can't be confirmed. 

 

"What kind of chess are you playing..." 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's eyes flash, thinking of the reincarnation of the Lord, the heart can not help 

thinking. 

 

At this time, Wei Ying looked at Ye Chen, flashed a touch of nostalgia in her eyes, and then said, "you 

need the array plate of Shengyuan Tianxuan array. I'll help you find it. I'll say goodbye here." 
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Thank you very much 

 

Smell speech, ye Chen eyes flash a touch moved, looking at the other side mouth said. 

 

The other party has repeatedly saved himself, and at the same time, he has been working hard for his 

own affairs. This kindness Ye Chen sees in his eyes and will not forget it. 

 

"By the way, if I find it, where can I find you?" Wei yingdao. 

 



"Dark field." 

 

Ye Chen Mou son micro MI, these days, he found his strength is still too weak! 

 

He has to be stronger! 

 

Only go back to the dark! 

 

I hope that in the dark, the information that he asked those people to inquire has already come to an 

end! 

 

Then, Wei Ying leaves, and ye Chen looks at the back of Wei Ying's departure, slowly spits out a 

mouthful of turbid gas and takes back her sight. 

 

"Jin Wu Lian Ti Wan, I Ye Chen is determined to get it!" 

 

"This time I must be stronger in the dark!" 

 

"Heaven is the emperor! Xuanji moon! I'll make you pay back the last one 

 

…… 

 

Dark region, a huge city with great momentum, is located in the center of the state of Hades. 

 

This city is the largest city in the dark region, named Wuming city. At the same time, it is also the 

headquarters of the dark state. 

 

At this time, a woman with a veil and a very graceful figure was sitting in the main hall of the dark 

mansion, looking at the light curtain in front of her eyes, and a look of boredom flashed through her 

beautiful eyes. 



 

Above the curtain of light, there is a picture of a warrior drinking and eating vegetables with the bridge 

keeper. 

 

This woman has seen these pictures many times. Most of the people's performances are mediocre, and 

few of them can brighten her eyes. 

 

This woman, named Gu Xuan, is one of the real bridge watchers in the dark region, and also the master 

of the dark house in the underworld! 

 

All of a sudden, Gu Xuan waved his hand and removed the light curtain in front of him. He looked at a 

maid beside him and said, "xiaorou, recently, what interesting things have happened in Mingzhou? I'm 

bored to death. " 

 

Last time we saw the shadow of Cangzhou, we thought it was interesting to see him. 

 

If you don't want to fly into Shenzhou, you will not be allowed to step into Shenzhou? 

 

Now, what kind of fun do you want? Your fun is not a good thing for others 

 

Gu Xuan felt aggrieved and said, "isn't it a legend that the shadow eagle can fly freely even in the wind 

of nine days? How can I know that it can't even fly to a valley of Yin wind... " 

 

Xiaorou sighed, no longer pay attention to this reckless woman. 

 

All of a sudden, Gu Xuan's beautiful eyes brightened and said, "xiaorou, I remember that interesting boy 

who entered the dark area for nearly a month? Is he still alive? " 

 

When xiaorou heard the speech, a trace of pity flashed on her delicate face and said, "the young man 

named ye Shitian is still alive. She left the dark area for a few days before, but she has come back. Now 

she lives in the city." 

 



Gu Xuan finally got interested and asked, "xiaorou, I told you to pay more attention to this person, right? 

Well, what has he done in the dark world this month? Don't tell me, he didn't do anything. I always have 

a good eye for people. This boy is not such a boring person when he looks at him! " 

 

Xiaorou nodded her head and said, "I have to say, although you can't do anything to make trouble in the 

first place, your vision is very accurate. Ye Shitian has caused a lot of sensation." 

 

Gu Xuan is like a curious baby at the moment, with big eyes staring at xiaorou. 

 

Xiaorou and some helplessly said: "ye Shitian has created a record. Even if it is placed in the whole dark 

area, it will be a sensational record!" 

 

Gu Xuan some excited way: "what record?" 

 

Little Judo: "he is the fastest person in the history of dark region to become a senior cloud master. 

Before and after It seems that it only took ten days! " 

 

Hearing what xiaorou said, even Gu Xuan was shocked 

 

Become a senior cloud spotter in ten days? It's impossible! 

 

Xiaorou continued: "after he became a senior cloud spotter, he naturally got in touch with the Mingzhou 

cloud clearing Association. However, ye Shitian is really a character. Not only the Mingzhou cloud 

clearing Association, but also Lin rutian, the young master of jiuqingshan, has a deep relationship with 

him! It's not easy to get to this position in just one month! " 

 

The more Gu Xuan listened, the more happy he was. He immediately said, "xiaorou, inform the Lord of 

the city of the dark city. Now, let ye Shitian come to see me in Wuming city!" 

 

Xiaorou said with a wry smile, "the master of the mansion, such a talented person will have unlimited 

achievements in the future. Do you have to destroy him? Even I feel aggrieved for him. " 

 



Gu Xuan turned his mouth and said, "what is destruction? Is the Lord of my house like that? I'm trying to 

make him, you know? However, interests are naturally accompanied by risks. Just like the shadow eagle, 

if it can take me across the valley of Yin Feng and enter the cave of death, it will be of great benefit to 

itself!Don't talk nonsense. Give it to my Lord and find ye Shitian. Otherwise, you will be the next one to 

succeed 

 

Xiaorou sighed and said, "yes, the Lord." 

 

As she walked out of the hall, she shook her head, and the patron of the house whirled. She was one of 

the most rebellious demons in the world of martial arts and Taoism in the past ten thousand years, and 

its combat effectiveness was even more terrible. As the smallest state in the dark region, it could not be 

suppressed or even annexed by neighboring states. A large part of the reason is the existence of the 

Lord of the house! 

 

However, she has a very bad problem, that is, she likes to measure others by her own standards! 

 

What seems impossible to others is easy to Gu Xuan, but Gu Xuan likes to measure everything by the 

standard of eternal genius! 

 

Therefore, it often leads to tragedies 

 

Those talented people who have been favored by Gu Xuan before are not so good 

 

However, even after countless failures, Gu Xuan did not learn even a little lesson! 

 

Still do your own way! 

 

Now it seems that this evil spirit named ye Shitian is going to be a tragedy 

 

Maybe, this is life. 

 

…… 



 

In the dark city, ye Chen has four old animal skins in front of him. These skins were obtained by Lin 

rutian, Chen yuanbiao and Shi Lao after he came back from the moon soul region. 

 

Four animal skins are the Dan Fang of ancient witch clan! 

 

Unfortunately, there is no record of the refining method of Jinwu Lianti pill! 

 

Ye Chen frowns slightly, he is a little disappointed. 

 

He looks at the evil sword. He doesn't know why Xuan Hanyu hasn't moved in the moon soul region 

these days. 

 

However, when he returned to the dark area, he found that the evil sword had fluctuated. 

 

"Xuanxianzi, are you there?" Ye Chen tries a way. 

 

One second. 

 

Two seconds. 
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After ten seconds, a voice came from the evil sword: "in." 

 

"Sleep for some time, but the smell of the dark world wakes me up." 

 

"Boy, the heart of the holy source is a good thing. Are you really not going to use it yourself?" 



 

Ye Chen hesitated for a few seconds, or shake his head: "No." 

 

"By the way, Xuanxian, what should we do about Jinwu Lianti pill? Is there no way out? " 

 

"This time in the moon soul domain, I found that my strength is far from enough. I want to have the 

strength to fight against heaven and earth!" 

 

Xuanhanyu said with some helplessness: "although I got the hundred evil blood refining method from a 

certain sorcerer and could teach it to you, I didn't get the golden witch refining body pill. After all, unless 

there is such a fantastic existence as you, for the human race, the improvement of the hundred evil 

blood refining method is limited, and I did not specially look for it." 

 

Ye Chen nods. The blood of the witch clan is special. The blood refining method of hundred evils has 

greatly improved them. Therefore, in ancient times, this method was quite famous for body refining, but 

it was not the same for the human race. 

 

Ye Chen put these pills away, and his eyes flashed: "time is coming. It seems that we should be ready to 

go to the wanmie forest." 

 

But at this time, ye Chen's expression suddenly moves, outside the room, sounded a burst of knock on 

the door. 

 

Ye Chen opened the door and saw a beautiful woman in the clothes of servants, smiling at Ye Chen: 

"excuse me, is it Mr. Ye? Lord of the city, please go to your house and have a talk 

 

Ye Chen's face looks surprised. What's the matter with the Lord of the dark city? 

 

However, ye Chen did not worry much. After pondering for a moment, he nodded his head and said, 

"OK, let's go." 

 

Now, not only the Ming state cloud removing Association, but also jiuqingshan is standing behind him. 

He is not afraid of a city Lord. 



 

Under the leadership of this woman, not long, ye Chen came to the house of the Lord of the city. 

 

The Lord of the city, named Bihu, has been in power for thousands of years. He seems to be a middle-

aged man with a little fat and ruddy complexion. 

 

At the moment, he was wearing a robe and standing outside the city Lord's house. He went out to meet 

Ye Chen in person. 

 

See that maid with Ye Chen, came to the front of the house, Bi lake surface appeared a touch of joy, 

stretched out a lead: "Ye childe, please come inside." 

 

Ye Chen slightly nodded his head to the Bi lake and said, "the Lord of Bi has a heart." 

 

They entered the mansion and sat down in the reception hall. The pretty woman who invited Ye Chen 

served two cups of spirit tea. 

 

Ye Chen said: "the master of the mansion is looking for him. What is the so-called matter?" 

 

Bi Hu said with a smile, "Mr. Ye, your luck is here! Did you pass the examination of senior cloud spotter 

before, resulting in the fastest record of becoming a senior cloud spotter? 

 

The governor of Mingzhou, who is also the owner of the dark house, is very pleased with this matter. 

You are more in favor of Mr. Ye. I want to invite you to go to Wuming city for a talk. " 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech, can't help but change the complexion slightly! 

 

The underworld? 

 

This is the official organization of the dark region! 

 



If the governor of Mingzhou is not good for himself, even jiuqingshan and puyun association may not be 

able to protect his own 

 

But soon, ye Chen's look returned to normal. With the help of Piyun, he has the strength comparable to 

master Piyun, and every master seems to be of great use to the dark house. 

 

Even now, he is only a senior cloud master, but he is definitely the most likely advanced cloud master 

among them. It seems that the dark house should not embarrass itself. 

 

What's more, the Lord of the underworld mansion has spoken directly. Even if he wants to refuse, he 

has no right to refuse. 

 

Ye Chen had to nod his head and say, "since the Lord of the mansion loves me, I will harass you for a 

while." 

 

Bihu said with a smile: "childe Ye is straightforward. The master of the mansion is expected to send 

someone to pick you up soon. Please stay in the Lord's house for a while." 

 

He breathed a sigh of relief. If he didn't do it well, he would not be in a good mood according to his 

character 

 

Bihu doesn't want to bear Gu Xuan's anger at all! 

 

He took a look at Ye Chen. In his eyes, there was a faint trace of apology 

 

Ye Chen frowned slightly when he saw the look of Bi lake. What happened to the city master Bi? 

 

How do you look like you killed me by accident? 

 

After staying in the city Lord's mansion for several hours, a clear cry came out of the mansion. Ye Chen's 

face moved and his figure flashed. Then he came to the gate of the mansion. In the sky, a huge ROC 

covered with golden feathers was falling towards the house of the city Lord with fantastic speed! 



 

Even ye Chen, seeing the speed of the ROC flying down, could not help but praise: "how fast!" 

 

If you had this ROC as a mount, it would take him only three days to get back and forth between jidark 

city and wanmie forest! 

 

Xuanhanyu also said: "this Jinpeng is really a good mount. It seems to inherit the blood of ancient golden 

winged ROC." 

 

On the ROC's back, there was a girl with a cold look. It was xiaorou, Gu Xuan's maid.Bi Hu, the Lord of 

the city, quickly welcomed him and said, "I've seen Rou girl!" 

 

Xiaorou nodded to Bihu, as if she didn't care much about the Lord of the city. She looked at Ye Chen and 

said, "Mr. Ye, I'm xiaorou, the maid of the governor. Please take this Jinpeng. Our governor's patience is 

not good." 

 

Ye Chen body shape move, then came to Jinpeng back. 

 

The next moment, the wings of the golden roc vibrated, then in the gale, turned into a golden light, 

broke the sky and left. 

 

Ye Chen sat on Jin Peng's back and looked at Xiao Judo: "miss xiaorou, why does the governor want to 

see me? Is it because of my performance in the cloud screening assessment? " 

 

Xiaorou looked at Ye Chen and sighed: "because you have aroused her interest." 

 

"Well?" 

 

CHEN Ye is puzzled. 

 

Little Judo: "there are not many people who can interest the governor, and you are unfortunately one of 

them. It's like children want to get their hands on toys they like, don't they?" 



 

Ye Chen smell speech, but slightly frown way: "I have no interest, do what toy." 

 

Xiaorou said with a helpless smile: "in a word, you should remember that after seeing the governor, the 

more ordinary the better. Don't continue to attract her attention. Otherwise, it's not a good thing for 

you." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flicker, how can this matter become more and more strange? 

 

The speed of Jinpeng is really fast enough. Before long, ye Chen and Xiao Rou have come to Wuming 

city. 

 

Under the guidance of xiaorou, ye Chen comes to the general office of the dark house in the state of 

hell. 

 

Soon, they came to the main hall of the dark house in the state of hell. 

 

As soon as you step into the main hall, ye Chen's face will move! 

 

I saw, sitting on the main seat is a beautiful woman with a veil on her face! 

 

The governor of Hades? 

 

Gu Xuan saw Ye Chen, and a smile flashed in her beautiful eyes. She got up and said, "are you ye 

Shitian?" 

 

Ye Chen slightly saluted: "yes, I have met the governor." 
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Gu Xuan said with a smile: "my name is Gu Xuan. You can make me wait so hard!" 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, look a bit strange rise, this woman is the Lord of a state, how to speak so 

casually? 

 

What a hard wait? 

 

It's a little ambiguous, isn't it? 

 

Xiao Rou on one side shakes her head, and seems to have lost sight of it 

 

However, ye Chen didn't care about these things. He was about to ask Gu Xuan why he wanted to see 

him. But at this time, Gu Xuan said with a smile: "now, we know each other, so let's say hello!" 

 

Hello? 

 

What do you mean? 

 

Didn't you fight just now? 

 

When ye Chen is puzzled, Xiao Rou on one side, however, changes her complexion, and says in a low 

voice: "Ye childe, be careful!" 

 

The next moment, the woman on the main seat actually has a whole body breath, body shape a flash, 

then directly toward Ye Chen! 

 

At the moment of Gu Xuan's coming, ye Chen's pupil shrinks wildly, and his body is tense. He looks at 

the woman in front of him in disbelief. Gu Xuan actually brings him a huge pressure in the wind and 

waves! 

 



Ye Chen's expression is dignified, the figure moves, then toward behind the back of the disease to 

retreat and go, at the same time, the cloud three methods come out together! 

 

The fog of the moment, the vanishing power of the cloud in front of you! 

 

Gu Xuan is a special strong man in heaven and earth! 

 

Great strength! 

 

However, if we really want to say the strength, it certainly can't compare with Qi Yunshu or emperor 

Shitian. 

 

The most important thing is, why did she do it to herself inexplicably? 

 

Gu Xuan beautiful eyes staring at Ye Chen, the next moment, a boxing out! 

 

This white jade fist looks as soft as bone, light and floating. I don't know. I thought Gu Xuan was flirting 

with Ye Chen 

 

But ye Chen is white! 

 

Although Gu Xuan didn't do his best to suppress it in mendianjing, it contained extremely terrible power, 

which made his scalp numb! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes gradually darkened, and he was also a little angry! 

 

Although this woman is very powerful, she is a little too casual in her work, isn't she? 

 

Is this what she calls "hello"? 

 



Ha ha 

 

Since she likes to say hello, let's have a good time! 

 

The next moment, ye Chen's body shape, suddenly a meal, facing Gu Xuan's blow, not dodge, but slowly 

stretched out two fingers, pointing to Gu Xuan! 

 

One side of the small Rou see shape, flash strange color on pretty face, ye Chen want to do? 

 

At this time, if you don't dodge the defense, do you still want to use any means to confront the head of 

the mansion? 

 

Although the master's fist was not intended to kill and suppressed a lot, it would be life-threatening if he 

wanted to fight against such a strong man's fist, even if he hit it casually! 

 

Moreover, the worst thing is that ye Chen's reaction is undoubtedly what Gu Xuan wants to see! 

 

Sure enough, Gu Xuan's beautiful eyes become more and more bright! 

 

Ye Chen looks at Gu Xuan who is about to rush to his body. With a cold smile, in an instant, a destruction 

Dao rhyme spreads from ye Chen's fingertips! 

 

In the dark region, the dark and underground world outside, aura has different attributes than the 

outside world, and his destruction Shinto has blessing! 

 

This can be compared to the moon soul domain to use the hongmongolian method to be effective! 

 

In a flash, Gu Xuan and xiaorou are both eyes trembling, exclaiming: "destroy Shinto?" 

 

Ye Chen looked at Gu Xuan and said with a smile: "master Gu, since you like to say hello, don't ignore 

me all of a sudden! I'll be sad then 



 

At the next moment, a dark light like the light of annihilation emerges from ye Chen's fingertips. A flash, 

it shoots towards Gu Xuan and goes away. It is the light of extinction! 

 

Gu Xuan knew that the light of extinction was the power of destroying Shinto! 

 

However, it is not dodging, still a fist attack! 

 

Ye Chen's face is even colder. The reason why he displays this light of extinction is that he expects to be 

proud of the strong. Since he takes the initiative to try out, he will never give up halfway and suddenly 

dodge! 

 

That's weakness, isn't it? 

 

In an instant, the light of extinction hit Gu Xuan's jade fist! 

 

With a roar, a strong impact swept around. Even though the main hall of the dark house was built of 

extremely solid materials and had array protection, under the impact, countless spider web cracks still 

appeared on the walls and floors! 

 

An incredible scene appeared! 

 

However, under Gu Xuan's fist, the light of extermination broke like glass and turned into black light and 

dust, which dissipated in the air. The breath of destruction burst out and instantly melted the void in the 

main hall! 

 

Ye Chen sees the appearance, the face appears incomparably shocking color! 

 

Even if it is a strong one like linku, in the dark area, in the case of his self-reliance, the light of his 

extinction cannot be broken!Can Gu Xuan actually in did not display oneself in the sky the circumstance, 

completely smashed his extinction divine light? 

 



Without waiting for ye Chen to react, at the moment when the light of extinction was broken, he was 

completely covered by a powerful fist power. With a roar, ye Chen's body was like a broken kite, which 

was completely blown away by this blow, and hit the wall of the hall severely. The array light flashed and 

broke, and the solid wall collapsed under the huge impact force! 

 

The hall of the dark mansion was calm again. 

 

Xiaorou has a nervous look at the rubble pile formed by the collapsed wall, and ye Chen's body is buried 

among them. 

 

She shook her head and said, "don't do anything to attract the attention of the Lord. When she is 

excited, she can't control her strength, but she will die." 

 

In her opinion, ye Chen is dead and can't die any more. After the master sensed the destructive breath 

in the magic power, he subconsciously took it seriously 

 

Hard eat Gu Xuan with a bit of serious fist, this boy again demon also can't bear. 

 

Xiaorou turns to look at Gu Xuan, but she can't help but change her face. Gu Xuan is still staring at her 

fist. 

 

And the white jade fist actually bloomed a touch of bright red! 

 

Although she broke the extinction light of Ye Chen, she also brought a trace of injury! 

 

Such an injury is nothing to Gu Xuan. However, this is the first time Gu Xuan has been injured since 

taking up this position! 

 

Staring at the wound on his fist, Gu Xuan didn't get angry at all. On the contrary, his beautiful eyes 

became more and more bright and happy! 

 



Xiaorou can't help but think of it maliciously. Does the master of Gu's house look unscrupulous and 

cynical, but actually has a tendency to be abused? 

 

At this time, Gu Xuan opened his mouth and said, "xiaorou, how can the boy not come out?" 

 

Xiaorou whitened Gu Xuan and said, "master, you have done so hard. Although you have practiced the 

destruction Shinto, you have not used your fist just now. It seems that he has not broken through the 

heaven and earth, right? 

 

A person who is not even in heaven and earth. Do you think it is possible to survive if you resist the 

power of your fist? Why didn't he come out? " 

Chapter 3836 

 

 

 

Gu Xuan but immediately shook his head, firmly said: "impossible! Well, it's not so easy for a real genius 

to die 

 

Xiaorou sighs, and the old fault of the master of Gu's residence has been committed again. 

 

Do you really think that in this world, there are all kinds of evil spirits like her? 

 

Just as xiaorou is ready to open her mouth and tell Gu Xuan this cruel fact, a sudden explosion comes 

from the rubble behind her! 

 

Xiaorou looks surprised and suddenly turns around. 

 

I saw, in the smoke, slowly came a man. 

 

Ye Chen mouth with a wisp of blood, he rubbed some sore neck, coldly looked at Gu Xuan way: "Gu Fu 

Lord's greeting, ye Mou is really a bit too much to eat." 



 

Xiaorou looks at Ye Chen with horror. She looks at the ghost. How can this boy live? 

 

More than living? 

 

Besides, except for the bloodstain on the corner of the mouth, it seems that there are not many injuries 

on the body! 

 

Even if the heaven and earth exist, if you eat Gu Xuan's fist, you will never be as lively as ye Chen! 

 

For a moment, xiaorou looks at Ye Chen like a monster! 

 

Gu Xuan said with a smile: "if you want to make you can't bear it, that fist just now is far from enough?" 

 

Said, she shook her injured fist to Ye Chen and said, "since I stepped into this position, you are still the 

first person to hurt me. My eyes are right as expected." 

 

Ye Chen stares at Gu Xuan, his eyes flash slightly: "do you also practice the God of destruction?" 

 

Only a warrior who practices the destruction Shinto, or one of the three primitive ways comparable to 

the destruction Shinto, can smash his light of extinction so easily? 

 

And in the moment that the extinction divine light hits Gu Xuan fist, ye Chen feels a wisp of familiar 

fluctuation from Gu Xuan's body! 

 

When ye Chen said this, xiaorou's eyes suddenly became sharp. For a moment, the temperature in the 

hall dropped rapidly, and the opportunity of killing loomed! 

 

Gu Xuan's possession of the destruction of Shinto is an absolute secret and also one of Gu Xuan's cards. 

If ye Chen divulges this news, it may cause unimaginable consequences! 

 



However, Gu Xuan was a little proud of a smile, as if to show off: "yes, the master's accomplishments in 

destroying the Shinto can be much higher than you!" 

 

Xiaorou looks at Gu Xuan in a daze. How can the master admit it! 

 

The next moment, her eyes completely ferocious up, in this case, it is only to kill Ye Chen thoroughly! 

 

After all, only the dead can keep secrets, can't they? 

 

However, Gu Xuan said to xiaorou at this time: "xiaorou, you don't have to be like this. Ye Shitian will not 

practice me into a matter of destroying Shinto. After all, he also has the destructive Shinto. If this thing 

is exposed in the dark, it will be more harmful to him." 

 

Little Judo: "but..." 

 

Gu Xuan waved his hand and said, "no need to say more!" 

 

It's hard to find a demon who is a little worse than himself in martial arts. How can he die like this! 

 

Ye Chen said faintly: "master Gu, you didn't come to me just to fight me?" 

 

Gu Xuan gazed at Ye Chen and said with a smile: "of course not. I said that just now I just said hello. I 

want to ask you for help." 

 

Xiaorou hears a surprise, does Gu Xuan want to find Ye Chen to do that? 

 

Originally, Gu Xuan has not made up his mind, but now after seeing ye Chen's performance, Gu Xuan has 

identified Ye Chen as the best person to complete this matter! 

 

Ye Chen said without expression: "with the strength of the master of Gu's mansion, can I help you? If 

there is nothing else, ye will leave first. " 



 

After that, ye Chen turned directly and walked outside the hall. 

 

He didn't really have much affection for the woman who suddenly punched herself. If he had not 

possessed Lingyue Baoshang and the vitality against heaven, he might have been seriously injured by 

this woman! 

 

The reason why Ye Chen didn't kill Gu Xuan was that he knew Gu Xuan didn't want to take his life, and at 

the last moment, he took back a fraction of his strength. 

 

However, with Ye Chen's strength now, he is by no means Gu Xuan's opponent. 

 

Gu Xuan said with a smile: "ye Shitian, do you think you can refuse a governor's mansion in the dark 

region at will?" 

 

As soon as the voice fell, a faint power suddenly rose in the hall! 

 

Although the prestige is weak, it makes Ye Chen's warning sign rise greatly! 

 

He stopped, turned slowly, looked at Gu Xuan and said, "master Gu, is threatening me?" 

 

After a moment's silence, Gu Xuan said: "you'd better listen to the content of this matter and the 

reward I give you, and then make a decision. If you still want to leave at that time, I promise that I will 

never stop you in the name of governor of Hades." 

 

Xiaorou smell speech, look to Gu Xuan's eyes, flash a touch of surprised color, she knows, the mansion 

Lord is really looking at Ye Chen!Although Gu Xuan always tortures the favored genius to death, xiaorou 

knows that Gu Xuan is a person who loves talents very much! 

 

If there is a talent that can really make her look after, she will attach great importance to it! 

 

Otherwise, Gu Xuan will never compromise easily! 



 

Ye Chen smell speech, look relaxed a minute, nod a head way: "please say." 

 

Gu Xuan sat back to the main seat and said, "ye Shitian, you are from the moon soul domain. How do 

you feel about this dark area?" 

 

Ye Chen pondered for a moment: "danger, but also full of opportunities." 

 

Gu Xuan said with a smile: "yes, the dark region is not worse than some places in the outland, but we 

are trapped in this dark place for countless years. Do you think this is fair to the people in the dark?" 

 

Ye Chen looks at Gu Xuan slightly and says: "what does the master of Gu Fu mean?" 

 

In Gu Xuan's beautiful eyes, there appeared a bright way: "those old guys in the Ming region have been 

sleepy for so many years. Is it time to let us out?" 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech, the complexion changes slightly. 

 

Gu Xuan wants to return to the four regions with people from the dark region? 

 

People like Ye Chen who come in from the four regions and return again are OK. However, if a warrior 

born in this dark area rashly enters the outside world and is found out, it may lead to a war between the 

bright and the dark regions! 

 

Gu Xuan said with a smile: "you don't have to look at me like this. Now, it's not the time to have a war 

with the Ming region (the four regions)" 

 

Ye Chen said, "what do you want me to do 

 

With a smile, Gu Xuan said solemnly: "we have many martial arts resources in the dark region that are 

not available in the Ming region. If we want to go out of the dark area, the first step is not to declare war 

with the four regions, but to let the people of the four regions accept our existence!" 



 

"If all the warriors of the four regions think that the existence of our dark region can bring benefits to 

them, who is willing to risk the risk and set foot on the battlefield? 

 

It's a pity that if I, or the strong men in other dark regions, do these things in person, the old guys in the 

four regions will never sit idly by, so... " 

 

Ye Chen said, "so, do you need an agent? Will you bring the martial arts cultivation resources of the dark 

region to the four regions for trading? Will it influence the whole four domains imperceptibly 

 

Gu Xuan said with a smile: "Mr. Ye is really a smart man. Of course, this agent can't be too strong, but it 

can't be too weak. It's better to be that kind of agent. His cultivation doesn't reach the heaven and 

earth, but he has the existence of terrorist fighting power!" 

 

"You should know by now why I came to you." 

Chapter 3837 

 

 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed: "it seems that governor Gu knows me quite well." 

 

The man guarding the bridge in the dark area once saw through Ye Chen's martial arts cultivation with 

the Tongyuan method. It seems that Gu Xuan has already known about it. 

 

Gu Xuan said with a smile: "ye Shitian, you are the most suitable candidate for me to be my agent in 

Mingzhou. If you are willing to take this position, the whole dark house of Mingzhou will stand behind 

you. The most important thing is that..." 

 

Gu Xuan pointed to himself: "I Gu Xuan will also stand behind you, in the dark area, almost no one can 

get you!" 

 



Ye Chen smell speech, but did not show any joy, light way: "relative, in the Ming domain of people who 

want to kill me, must be many." 

 

Gu Xuan shrugged and said, "in this world, there has always been no free lunch." 

 

Ye Chen was silent for a moment and said, "this matter should be a secret among the secrets. Did you 

just say that I can choose to refuse? Now, I still have the right to refuse? " 

 

Gu Xuan smelled the speech, looked at Ye Chen seriously and said: "what I said, naturally will not break 

my promise. Even if you refuse, I will not embarrass you. If there is any information leaked, it is my Gu 

Xuan's responsibility!" 

 

When xiaorou heard this, she said anxiously, "master! You 

 

But Gu Xuan is a hand, stop small soft. 

 

Xiaorou gnaws her teeth and stares at Ye Chen. If ye Chen refuses, and the news is leaked, even if Gu 

Xuan is the governor of Mingzhou, he can't afford it! 

 

After a moment's silence, ye Chen said again, "let's talk about my reward first. What else can I get 

besides the support of the dark house of the underworld?" 

 

Ye Chen knows that being Gu Xuan's agent in the Ming Dynasty means power, but it also means risk! 

 

He will be trapped in the struggle between the four outer regions and the dark regions! 

 

However, he will also have a huge power in the dark! 

 

Relying on jiuqingshan, Mingzhou puyun Association and Shi Lao, it will take us a long time to find the 

prescription of Jinwu Lianti pill. However, if Gu Xuan is willing to do so, ye Chen believes that it will not 

be difficult to get the prescription of Jinwu Lianti pill! 

 



The governor of a state has unimaginable power in the dark region! 

 

Gu Xuan smelled the speech, and a smile appeared in her beautiful eyes. She said, "I can help you get 

any resources you want. In the Ming Dynasty, you can also get a certain percentage of the profits you 

get. It will be an unimaginable wealth!" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head and said, "not enough." 

 

"Not enough?" 

 

Gu Xuan slightly frowns, such condition is not enough? 

 

Gu Xuan said: "what else do you want?" 

 

Ye Chen gazed at Gu Xuan and said slowly, "I know that the so-called agent is not only responsible for 

taking goods from the dark area, but even so, I can be your agent in the Ming region and do things for 

you. However, you have to promise me one thing." 

 

"What's the matter?" 

 

Ye Chen said, "I want you to teach me the way to destroy yourself." 

 

Although he has been passed down by the God of destruction, even if ye Chen's understanding goes 

further, it will be more difficult to improve his realm in the Shinto of destruction. If he wants to become 

self-contained, it is far from enough to rely on his current understanding of the God of destruction. 

 

So, he needs a master! 

 

We need a master who will step into heaven and earth by destroying Shinto! 

 

Gu Xuan is undoubtedly the best candidate! 



 

In the dark region, there may be a stronger existence than Gu Xuan, but there may not be someone who 

can surpass Gu Xuan in destroying Shinto! 

 

Gu Xuan slightly a Leng, immediately, unexpectedly is some excited ground laughs a way: "ha ha ha, 

OK!" 

 

Yeah? 

 

Gu Xuan's reaction was unexpected to Ye Chen 

 

Why did he have a bad feeling? 

 

At the moment, Gu Xuan's twinkling eyes looked at Ye Chen, as if he had found something precious! 

 

Xiaorou on one side sighed and said, "master Gu, the most important purpose of coming to you this time 

is to recruit students! Finding a talented disciple has always been her goal, but it has not been realized 

until now. 

 

Some of your strength is beyond her expectation, so you will be the agent of Hades. " 

 

Ye Chen frowned and said, "with the strength of the master of the mansion, is it so difficult to recruit 

students?" 

 

Xiaorou looked at Ye Chen without expression and said, "do you think that several people can stand and 

talk like you after bearing her fist?" 

 

Ye Chen is speechless when he hears his speech 

 

So, there seems to be some truth 

 



The original punch, is the student in the examination? 

 

Ye Chen looks a little stiff and looks at Gu Xuan. How does he suddenly feel that some don't want to 

practice destroying Shinto from Gu Xuan? 

 

Gu Xuan seems to have seen through Ye Chen's mind. Her figure flashed and appeared in front of Ye 

Chen. Her pretty face was less than an inch away from ye Chen's face. She gazed at Ye Chen's eyes and 

said, "from today on, I Gu Xuan is your master. Don't repent!" 

 

The tip of his nose smelled the delicate fragrance from Gu xuanjiao's body. Ye Chen coughed and 

stepped back slightly: "before that, I have one more thing to ask the master of Gu's residence..."Gu Xuan 

smelled the words, and a look of displeasure appeared on her pretty face. She said, "what master of 

Gu's house is called master!" 

 

"Master Gu, I hope..." 

 

"Call master!" 

 

"Gu..." 

 

"Master 

 

Ye Chen sighed and said helplessly: "master, I hope you can help me find the elixir named Jinwu Lianti 

pill among the ancient witches. If you can't distinguish this pill, you can collect as many as you can and 

give it to me." 

 

Gu Xuan was so excited that she patted her plump chest and said, "don't worry. It's on my teacher's 

body." 

 

"Yes." Ye Chen's eyes flash slightly: "before this, I still have a place to go." 

 

…… 



 

A dead forest, full of black and rotten wood, sounded a clear cry, a golden light flew down and landed in 

the dark forest. 

 

Here, there has been a terrible disaster, where tens of thousands of warriors died instantly. 

 

Because of this reason, the dark forest is also called wanmie forest by the martial arts in the dark region! 

 

In the wanmie forest, there is a very strong Yin Qi, dead Qi, and the towering resentment of the tens of 

millions of martial artists! 

 

Therefore, the wanmie forest is also a dangerous place with few people, even with the strength of the 

warriors in the dark area! 

 

But at this time, the golden light was restrained, but it was a golden roc with a divine steed. On the 

Jinpeng's back, there was a young man with a cool look. 

 

This indifferent youth is Ye Chen naturally. 

 

He borrowed the golden feather roc directly after he left the underworld. With the flying speed of the 

ROC, he arrived at the wanmie forest. 

 

Ye Chen stands in the forest and looks around, but he can't help frowning slightly. 

Chapter 3838 

 

 

 

Here, everywhere is full of dead air, the ear is vaguely haunted by bursts of mournful howl, where is it 

like there are living creatures living in it? 

 

The mysterious warrior of the auction asked him to meet in the wanmie forest. Where was he? 



 

At this time, behind Ye Chen, a sharp wind suddenly came. Standing beside Ye Chen, the golden feather 

Dapeng appeared in the eagle's eyes, and instantly flew to the rear! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are awe inspiring, a long black sword appears in his hand, and without looking back, he 

cuts out a sword! 

 

On the evil sword, the gray and black sword light surged, and the meaning of destroying Shinto and 

devouring the soul were intertwined and merged into an extremely cold edge, and galloped away 

towards the evil wind! 

 

There was a roar. In the wind, there was a scream. Black Ghost blood was scattered and splashed 

everywhere. A red eye blood corpse with long black hair was seen, showing the body shape from the 

wind! 

 

Ye Chen stares at the red eyed blood corpse with a cold complexion. The red eye blood corpse is actually 

a terrifying ghost in the middle period of Tianjing. However, with Ye Chen's current strength, he has the 

power of World War I! 

 

Just before ye Chen is ready to fight again to kill the other party before the blood corpse shows his 

cards, the blood corpse looks at Ye Chen with fear. At the next moment, he gives out a roar, his whole 

body is covered with black hair, and he shoots out. He himself also rolls up a wind and flies towards the 

depths of wanmie forest at a very fast speed! 

 

When ye Chen dances with his sword, his whole body is full of evil spirit. He sweeps around like a sea 

sword light, and vanishes all the black hairs that cover the sky and the earth. 

 

However, when he looked at the direction of the blood corpse's escape, he could not help but show a 

strange color. Such a ghost was so timid that he ran away? 

 

Blood corpse, isn't it a monster that only knows killing and has no reason? 

 

Would you be afraid? 



 

Xuanhanyu said at this time: "boy, your way of destruction and soul devouring has a very strong 

restraining effect on ghosts and ghosts. It's not surprising that the black haired blood corpse fled as a 

result It seems that the corpse has some black hair just now 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, there is an extremely huge palace in the deep underground of wanmie forest. A dark 

corridor extends into the deep darkness. At this time, there is a sound of disordered footsteps in the 

corridor. 

 

A figure suddenly flashed through the light of blue torch distributed on the wall of the corridor. 

 

This figure, impressively, is the head of black hair blood corpse that just fought with Ye Chen! 

 

Soon, the blood corpse came to the center of the palace. 

 

In the center of the palace, however, there was a very frightening scene! 

 

The extremely strong smell of blood completely drowned this place. In the palace, one blood pool was 

built, and in the blood pool, there were countless corpses! 

 

During their lifetime, the dead were obviously subjected to inhuman abuse, with ferocious wounds all 

over their bodies. Some of them were eviscerated, some were skinned and cramped! 

 

It is unbelievable that a figure is walking in the hall, patrolling the blood pools, as if observing 

something! 

 

What is more incredible is that the owner of this figure is not a ghost, but a handsome man with a pale 

face and thin body! 

 



This man is elegant in temperament. If I saw him elsewhere, it would be hard to imagine that he was a 

martial artist, let alone appear in such a dark and strange place, and walked among blood pools as usual! 

 

The blood corpse came straight to the man! 

 

The man saw the wound on the body of this blood corpse, complexion moves a way: "but somebody 

came?" 

 

When the blood corpse heard the speech, he opened his mouth and let out a roar. However, the gentle 

man seemed to understand the roar, and nodded with a smile: "it seems that the man I'm waiting for 

finally comes." 

 

The man looked at the blood pool beside him. A corpse in the blood pool was blackening and decaying, 

and his eyes suddenly showed a touch of excitement and said: 

 

"since the end of the last auction, I've been here for a long time, and it's time to go back to the ground 

and have a look." 

 

At the next moment, his figure flashed and disappeared from the underground palace. 

 

Ye Chen is walking in the forest of wanmie, killing a fierce ghost or a corpse demon from time to time, 

looking for the trace of human beings. 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen's look moved. At the end of his line of sight, there is a cottage in the rolling gray 

dead air! 

 

There are several golden stone pillars around the thatched cottage. They form an array to protect the 

thatched cottage. In this array, there is a breath of Buddhism. From time to time, Sanskrit circulates 

among them, which sweeps away the dead air around, and all kinds of ghosts dare not come near here. 

 

Is this cottage the place where mysterious people live in seclusion? 

 



Ye Chen's body suddenly speeds up and appears in front of the cottage. At this time, the residents in the 

cottage seem to sense the arrival of visitors and slowly open the door. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkled for a moment, only to see out of the cottage is an elegant young man.Seeing 

the young man's moment, ye Chen was not polite. He used the three methods to remove clouds, and 

the breath of annihilation stone shrouded in his body soon dissipated in the induction of Ye Chen. The 

real cultivation of the young man was ready to come out! 

 

After all, meeting a stranger in such a place is the most important thing to ensure your own safety, so 

naturally you should understand the strength of the other party! 

 

The next moment, ye Chen's eyes trembled for a moment. He was actually a heaven and earth realm, a 

layer of heaven and earth! 

 

The young man seemed to have some reaction to Ye Chen's three methods of removing clouds. He 

raised his eyebrows, but did not say anything more. Instead, he said with a smile: "who are you? What 

can I do for you 

 

Ye Chen light way: "come here to see a friend, we have exchanged some things." 

 

When the young man heard the speech, there seemed to be a glimmer of joy on his face and said, "what 

you mean is cangbang's auction?" 

 

Ye Chen nodded his head and said, "it seems that you are the one who took out the ghost Buddha's 

relic." 

 

The young man said with a smile, "my name is Chen you. How do you address me?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "Ye killed heaven." 

 

Chen you opened the door of the cottage and said, "Mr. Ye, please come in and talk about it. The 

cottage is protected by arrays and is not easy to be disturbed by ghosts." 

 



Ye Chen didn't refuse, but went directly into the cottage. He didn't want to be timid in front of Chen 

you. Chen you had not practiced the three methods of removing clouds. The more he was 

magnanimous, the deeper Chen you was afraid of him, the more he could not see through him. 

 

It is not good to be timid. 

 

They sit down in the cottage. Chen you makes a cup of spirit tea and hands it to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes swept through the room. The cottage is not big outside, but it is quite spacious inside. It 

is obvious that some space arrays are arranged. 

 

And ye Chen's eyes are soon attracted by the dead bones placed in the room! 

Chapter 3839 

 

 

 

On this dead bone, there are waves of yin and evil spirits, which makes people shudder. Even a martial 

artist like Ye Chen has a trace of discomfort, but Chen you places the dead bone in his room so casually? 

 

While drinking tea, Chen you said with a smile: "let childe Ye laugh. This dead bone was dug out of the 

wanmie forest. It should be one of the people who died here at that time. So you have a lot of 

resentment. Please forgive me." 

 

Ye Chen said, "what's the purpose of putting this dead bone in the house?" 

 

Chen Youdao: "to be honest, childe ye, my background has something to do with the ancient Tianshi 

sect. What I studied was the ancient corpse road. But over the years, my accomplishments have not 

been improved. So I lived in seclusion in the wanmie forest, digging up dead bones for research, and 

trying to improve my attainments in corpse road." 

 

Ye Chen nodded his head and said, "so it is. Can brother Chen have a harvest in this wanmie forest?" 

 



Chen you said with a wry smile: "what can I gain? If wanmielin was really so magical, it would have 

become a holy land for martial artists of corpse road and ghost road. I just came here to try my luck 

because I had no other way to do it, but... " 

 

"But what?" 

 

Chen Youdao: "although it's not a harvest, I've been here for more than ten years, and I've made some 

discoveries..." 

 

Ye Chen takes back his eyes from the dead bone, looks at Chen you and says, "this discovery is related to 

the eight treasure ghost Buddha?" 

 

Chen you said with a smile, "that's exactly it." 

 

"Not long ago, in the process of excavating dead bones in wanmielin, I was surprised to find that there 

was a huge underground palace under the forest! 

 

At that time, I was very glad that my chance had arrived, and I wanted to go to have a look! 

 

But when I really entered the underground palace, I found that there were many powerful ghosts 

guarding it! Among them, there are several eight treasure ghost Buddha! Even, there is a king of ghosts 

and Buddhas with great power! 

 

As soon as I found out my existence, these ghosts, eager for flesh and blood, rushed to me like a mad 

dog. Although I killed some ghosts, including several eight treasure ghost Buddhas, and escaped from 

them, there was nothing I could do to really enter the underground palace for a while! " 

 

Ye Chen said, "so, do you want me to cooperate with you?" 

 

Chen you said: "yes, Mr. Ye only needs to help me hold those ghosts for a period of time, so as to get me 

a chance to kill the ghost Buddha king. As long as you kill the ghost Buddha king, the rest of the ghosts 

will have no threat." 

 



Ye Chen frowned and said, "why do you want me? You and I only met at the auction, not at all familiar. 

Are you afraid that I will leak the news? 

 

And, how do you know that I'm strong enough to hold off those ghosts for a while? You have not killed 

them completely with your strength. These ghosts should also be quite powerful? " 

 

Chen you said with a smile: "I think Mr. Ye is so eager for the ghost Buddha sariko that he is likely to be 

the existence of a way to resist ghosts. Such a warrior is like a corpse Taoist warrior. Even in the dark 

area, they are all afraid of existence. After all, no one wants to suddenly become a companion ghost 

servant or a corpse refiner, right? 

 

Therefore, I think that we can become partners. Moreover, I don't know about Mr. Ye. But I really don't 

have any friends. We only cooperate for the benefit of others. So, what's the difference between 

strangers? 

 

As for divulging the news, I have nothing to worry about. No one is more familiar with wanmielin than I 

am. Without my help, it is very difficult for others to find the underground palace! 

 

Finally, on the issue of strength, I really don't know what kind of strength Ye Gongzi is. But if there is no 

certain strength, it must be difficult to find this cottage in wanmie forest? The later strength of 

mendianjing is enough to resist those ghosts for a moment! 

 

Even if the number of ghosts is large, but if the martial arts practitioners of the way to resist ghosts, they 

will have a very strong restraining force against them! " 

 

Ye Chen was not a ghost warrior, but he did not explain anything. After pondering for a moment, he 

replied, "what's my reward?" 

 

Chen Youdao: "after entering the underground palace, how about the materials of all the ghosts killed 

belong to the young master? Including those ghost Buddhas and the sarira of the ghost Buddha king 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed: "yes." 

 



He was also quite curious about what was in the underground palace, but now he still focused on 

getting the eight treasure ghost Buddha and the sarira of the eight treasure ghost Buddha king! 

 

The divine light in his eyes is becoming stronger and stronger. If he really gets a sarira of the eight 

treasure ghost Buddha king, after being absorbed by xuanhanyu, he should be able to break out in a 

short time, which is enough to rival the fighting power of the heaven and earth! 

 

Chen you was overjoyed to hear the speech and said: "in this case, it should not be too late. Let's start 

now, Mr. Ye!" 

 

Ye Chen slowly stood up and walked toward the door. But at this time, xuanhanyu's voice suddenly rang 

out in Ye Chen's mind: "Ye Chen, this boy surnamed Chen is not as simple as he said." 

 

"Oh?" Ye Chen's eyes flashed slightly: "what's the matter?" 

 

Xuanhanyu said, "did you notice the carpet in the cottage?"Ye Chen looked at the carpet under his feet, 

which seemed to emit a strange smell. He asked, "what's wrong with this carpet?" 

 

Xuanhan said with a cold smile: "if I am not wrong, this carpet is made of human skin carpet! This guy 

named Chen covers the cottage with human skin carpet. There are no few people who die in his hands! " 

 

Ye Chen's mind is shocked! 

 

From the outside, the cottage is very small, but in the cottage, it is extremely spacious, and even can be 

called huge! 

 

However, Chen you completely covered thousands of flat ground with human skin carpet? 

 

How many people did he kill? 

 

Chen you out of the cottage, but see ye Chen still standing in place, looking at their own carpet, can not 

help but ask: "Ye childe, what's the matter?" 



 

Ye Chen smiles and says: "it's OK." 

 

Then he walked out of the room. 

 

Chen you closed the door and walked out of the Buddhist array with Ye Chen. Suddenly, he said, "Mr. 

Ye, are you interested in my carpet?" 

 

He took a look at Chen you and said, "the carpet is really strange. It's very comfortable to trample on. 

It's far from the ordinary monster fur. So I can't help looking at it. Brother Chen, is that carpet made of 

some kind of fur? 

 

Can you tell me what kind of monster skin Ye used as material? I want to get one too 

 

Chen you faint smile way: "specific I also don't know, early years from others to buy." 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, also did not continue to ask what. 

 

Soon, under the leadership of Chen you, they came to a cave in the forest of wanmie. 

Chapter 3840 

 

 

 

The entrance of this cave is very narrow, and the surrounding is arrayed by Chen youbu. It is really not 

so easy to find this cave when the power of mind is suppressed by the dead air. 

 

Chen Youdao: "this cave is the entrance of the underground palace. Please follow me closely. It seems 

that there is a natural magic power in this cave. It is easy for ordinary warriors to lose their way in the 

dark." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and followed Chen you into the cave. 



 

Two people in the cave, have been walking toward the ground, I do not know how long, a blue fire 

across the corner of Ye Chen's eyes, the fire from the two statues. 

 

These two statues are carved with two huge ghosts. There are two dark blue flames burning in the eyes 

of these ghosts! 

 

And in the flame, appeared in front of Ye Chen is a huge and incomparable underground palace! 

 

Chen you walked to the front of the hall door, suddenly a palm print on the door, a huge bang, the door 

in this palm burst of power under the slowly open! 

 

And behind the door is a deep darkness! 

 

Ye Chen said faintly: "brother Chen, you have made such a huge movement, won't you attract the 

attention of the ghosts in the underground palace?" 

 

After that, we will notice that those things will enter Chen you immediately 

 

After that, he raised his feet and walked toward the underground palace. 

 

However, at the moment before entering the gate of the underground palace, Chen you suddenly looks 

back at Ye Chen. Ye Chen is still standing in the same place, not moving a step! 

 

Chen you said with a smile on her elegant face: "Mr. Ye, are you worried that you will encounter danger 

when you resist these ghosts?" 

 

Ye Chen looks at Chen you, but she is silent and does not answer. 

 

Seeing this, Chen you seems to think ye Chen is acquiescence. He laughs and says: "don't worry, Mr. Ye. 

These ghosts will not leave this underground palace. If there is any danger, as long as ye Gongzi escapes 

outside the gate, those ghosts will not continue to chase. 



 

Since Mr. Ye has learned how to resist ghosts and has the strength in the middle and later periods of sky 

mending, he should be able to escape a certain distance in front of a lot of ghosts, right 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech, finally raises the foot to walk toward that underground palace again. 

 

Chen you is waiting for ye Chen to walk to his side, and then he moves forward again. 

 

Soon, the two people's figure then together did not enter the dark behind the door! 

 

At the moment when ye Chen and Chen you step into the underground palace together, the gate behind 

them is tightly closed in a loud noise. 

 

However, ye Chen has no mind to manage the gate behind him at the moment, but looks at the 

underground palace with a trace of horror on his face! 

 

Although the underground palace is huge, there is nothing special about it. In front of Ye Chen, there is a 

corridor on both sides of which are burning blue flames. 

 

What makes Ye Chen feel shocked is the stillness here! 

 

In this underground palace, it is full of strong to the extreme! 

 

The stillness in the wanmie forest is extremely terrible. Ordinary martial artists in the sky mending area 

may not be able to bear it. What about the underground palace? 

 

Its dead gas is so strong that it is hundreds of times more than that of wanmielin! 

 

Even the later warriors of Bu Tian Jing, who are weaker in strength, can't stay here for too long, can't 

they? 

 



Even with Ye Chen's strong constitution, all feel a little dizzy, quite uncomfortable! 

 

Moreover, even if it is to make so much noise, to this moment, or no ghost appeared in front of Ye 

Chen! 

 

All of a sudden, a faint man's voice rang out behind Ye Chen. 

 

"Mr. Ye, didn't you just ask me why I chose you to enter the underground palace with me?" 

 

Ye Chen pupil shrinks, a dangerous breath that makes him feel palpitation suddenly rises from behind! 

 

Standing behind him is Chen you! 

 

Ye Chen suddenly turns around and looks at Chen you. At the moment, Chen you is full of Yin, and the 

blood color on her face completely disappears. Instead, she is full of ferocious blue meridians. Her 

original vitality is also gone. The whole person is like a corpse, a very terrible corpse! 

 

The most bizarre thing is that his flesh and blood are madly shrinking, and the whole person seems to 

degenerate in general. Soon, Chen you turns into a horrible ghost like a dead baby! 

 

However, the huge amount of dead gas, now like a moth to a fire, crazily penetrated into Chen you's 

body. With the blessing of this dead gas, the original atmosphere of heaven and earth is expanding 

rapidly. In a flash, it has reached the level of two levels of heaven and earth! 

 

Heaven and earth are two layers of heaven! 

 

Even if you kill an incarnation lich, ye Chen has done his best to kill the army veteran whose strength has 

been suppressed. Finally, he still relies on the soul cutting sword to kill him. It can be said that he is 

extremely reluctant! 

 

Now, facing the two layers of heaven and earth, Chen you has lost the soul cutting sword, and ye Chen, 

who has exhausted the eight treasure ghost Buddha's sarira, has no chance of winning! 



 

Ye Chen looked at Chen you without expression and said, "the reason why you made up those reasons is 

to lead me to this underground palace?"Chen you casually said with a smile: "yes, the stillness in the 

underground palace is extremely strong, which is the most suitable battlefield for my ghost body to play. 

Here, the strength of ordinary martial arts people drops greatly, but my strength will increase madly. I 

don't know why, you always give me a very strange feeling. If you don't lead you here, I will be a little 

worried." 

 

Xuanhanyu opened his mouth and said, "the body of the nether world is a method of practicing corpse 

in ancient times. The practitioner should first find a woman who is born in pure Yin to get in touch with 

it, and then refine it into a corpse by special means after it has been born! 

 

In this way, you can get a soul free corpse baby, and then spend all kinds of hard work to train it into a 

ghost body! 

 

Originally, the warrior who refined the ghost corpse would take it away. However, it seems that 

something happened in the refining process. Instead, the warrior was swallowed up by Chen you, who 

was a corpse baby. Chen you looked like a living person, but actually he was a demon transformed by a 

corpse! " 

 

Ye Chen nods. Even if he has a ghost body, the spirits of ordinary warriors can hardly bear the influence 

of absorbing such a huge amount of dead Qi. 

 

Only Chen you, who is born to be a living corpse, can do it! 

 

Ye Chen looked at Chen you who showed the baby's true face: "am I worth your effort? As a corpse 

baby, the sun moon Hualong pill should be of no use to you, right? Why did you exchange that day? " 

 

Chen you sent out a sharp ghost smile and said, "that pill is really useless for me, but it is useful for you 

living people, isn't it? 

 

If you take the sun moon Hualong pill first, and then refine it into a corpse, the strength of corpse 

refining will also increase. Originally, I had a lot of expectations for this pill, but unfortunately, the result 

is not satisfactory. 



 

As for, why you? " 


